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Abstract: In this study, the characteristics of a photovoltaic (PV) ribbon (t = 0.25 mm) joint with 
60Sn40Pb and 62Sn2Ag36Pb solders were evaluated using thermal shock tests. The thermal shock 
tests were performed under three conditions: −40–65 °C, −40–85 °C, and −40–105 °C. The results of 
these tests were analyzed using electroluminescence (EL) and cross-sectional images. Following 
testing, broken metal fingers (MFs) were confirmed near the solder joint. PV module degradation 
was attributed to the broken finger ratio (BFR) based on quantitative analysis of the dark 
rectangular (DR) regions on the EL images. In addition, the activation energy of the broken MFs 
was calculated from the increasing BFR. Thermal characteristic variations due to the added Ag in 
the PV ribbon solder joints were evaluated through observation of solder micro-structure changes 
following thermal shock tests. 

Keywords: electroluminescence (EL); dark rectangular (DR); broken finger ratio (BFR); 60Sn40Pb (SP); 
60Sn2Ag38Pb (SAP) 

 

1. Introduction 

To address energy depletion and environmental issues such as the instability of oil prices, 
depletion of fossil fuels, and the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident in Japan, more attention is 
being focused on renewable energy [1–3]. Among the many types of renewable energies, silicon 
solar cells have been the most common for industry use due to their low-price and machinability. 
Currently, more than 90% of annual solar cell production is based on crystalline silicon wafers, 
making silicon wafer-based technology the most important technology for photovoltaic modules 
(PV modules) [4]. Since the first silicon solar cell was reported in 1941, there have been substantial 
improvements in silicon cell performance, culminating in the 25.0% value reported in the present 
paper [5]. Many researchers have studied silicon-alternative materials and PV module reliability 
according to constraint properties such as the band-gap energy and efficiency limit. 

Many manufacturers in the photovoltaic industry offer warranties of 20 years or longer for PV 
modules with incomplete knowledge of their reliability in the diverse environments in which these 
modules are typically deployed [6]. A number of researchers have studied the degradation 
characteristics of PV modules in real-time outdoor conditions. A study by Polverini showed that PV 
modules have an average efficiency degradation of 0.8%/year [7]. The National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) research group presented measurements from individual modules and entire 
systems showing a mean degradation rate of 0.8%/year and a median value of 0.5%/year. In 
particular, 78% of all data reported a degradation rate of <1.0%/year [8]. Herrmann et al. [9] reported 
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that performance decreases due to light exposure over a span of three years using the standard IEC 
61215. Degradation in PV modules is largely due to environmental factors such as temperature, 
humidity, discoloration resulting from ultraviolet (UV) exposure, and external forces. The PV ribbon 
solder joint is suspected to be the weakest point, based on typical PV ribbon solder joint problems 
such as cell cracks, inactive cracks, and broken metal fingers (MFs) caused by cycling heating. In 
addition, Jeon mentioned that the PV ribbon solder joint is the weakest point during thermal cycling, 
high-temperature, and humidity tests [1]. Yang et al. [10] performed aging tests for the growth of 
intermetallic compound layers (IMCs) at PV ribbon solder joints. These results demonstrated that 
two types of IMCs (Ag-Sn and Cu-Sn) were formed in the solder joints; since then, Sn-Pb solder 
alloys have been regulated according to RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances), and lead-free 
solders are mandated throughout the industry. The use of lead-free solders leads to thermal and 
reliability problems due to their high melting points. The reliability tests for PV ribbon solder joints 
are necessary for producing high-reliability PV modules. Specifically, the damage to PV ribbon joints 
resulting from cyclic heat and high-temperatures must be analyzed. In this study, we analyzed 
broken metal fingers in coated 60Sn40Pb (SP) and 60Sn2Ag38Pb (SAP) solder PV ribbon joints using 
cyclic temperature (ΔT) over time (t). Further, we evaluated the variations in PV ribbon joint 
characteristics following the addition of silver (Ag) by analyzing images of broken MFs to determine 
the activation energy and metal structures. 

2. Experiment 

Images of various specimens are shown in Figure 1. The solar cell in this study was made using 
a 6-inch (238.95 cm2) monocrystalline silicon wafer. MFs and 3-line electrodes were formed using an 
Ag paste sintering process on the silicon wafer. Ribboned cells were manufactured via a PV ribbon 
(60Sn40Pb and 60Sn2Ag38Pb) tabbing process (soldering process) at a temperature of 350 °C on the 
formed electrodes silicon wafer. To make the PV module, ribboned cells were used to perform a 
laminating process with exposure to a vacuum for 360 s, pressing for 30 s, and curing for 540 s at 150 
°C. The glass thickness was 3.2 mm, the ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) thickness was 0.5 mm, the 
Poly-Vinyl Floride (PVF) type backsheet thickness was 0.3 mm, and the ribbon size was 0.25 mm 
(depth) by 1.5 mm (width). We manufactured 15 pieces of PV module specimens to determine the 
reproducibility of each solder type. The thermal shock test was performed to evaluate the changes in 
characteristics due to the added Ag in SP solder and SAP solder. The thermal shock test was 
performed under the three conditions shown in Table 1. The thermal shock test was performed for 
700 cycles, where the cycles consisted of a high temperature (Tmax) for 15 min followed by a low 
temperature (Tmin) for 15 min. The temperature transfer time was 5 s for the elevator, and the 
temperature ramping time was less than 2 min. The specimens were prepared in groups of ten, one 
group for each solder composition and condition for the thermal shock test. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of the photovoltaic (PV) modules. 
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Table 1. Temperature profile of the thermal shock test. 

Test Conditions Tmin (°C) Tmax (°C) Dwell time (min) Cycle (min) 

Condition 1 (Δ105) −40 65 

15 1/30 Condition 2 (Δ125) −40 85 

Condition 3 (Δ145) −40 105 

We obtained electroluminescence (EL) images to verify the changes in characteristics of the PV 
module according to the thermal shock test. In contrast to images obtained by detecting infrared 
radiation caused by thermal effects, a luminescence image is obtained from photons emitted by the 
recombination of excited carriers into a solar cell [11]. This excitation can be achieved by means of an 
injected current, which induces an EL effect [12]. Process deficiencies such as small cracks, breaks, 
and finger interruptions appear as dark rectangular (DRs) in the EL image [13]. In general, the 
broken MFs occurred near the ribbon joints, as shown in Figure 2, when the PV ribbon joints were 
subjected to thermal stress. The broken MFs formed DRs in the EL image, as shown in Figure 3. We 
calculated the broken finger ratio (BFR) using Equation (1) in order to quantify the broken MFs 
associated with thermal cycling. The BFR equation was used to compare the EL images and the DR 
images. We determined the activation energy of the broken MFs based on the thermal shock test 
with increasing BFR. 	 	  (1) 

 

Figure 2. Disconnection of metal fingers (MFs). 

 
Figure 3. Dark rectangular regions in an electroluminescence (EL) image. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

The broken MFs in the PV module were measured in a 100-cycle thermal shock test using EL 
images. Matevz stated that EL images show changes in crystalline silicon solar cells under many 
different circumstances, including broken fingers, oven effects, impact cracks, and inactive cracks [14,15]. 
In this study, two types of EL image changes are verified, as shown in Figure 4. The first occurs due 
to internal cracking of the cell. We confirmed the diagonal cracks in the EL image, as shown in 
Figure 4a. Such diagonal cracks are characteristic of monocrystalline silicon wafers and anisotropic 
materials [16]. However, the internal cracks are inactive and do not influence the efficiency or 
changes in the EL images. The second type of EL image change is DRs, as shown in Figure 4b. 
Chaturvedi et al. [17] stated that broken MFs cause DRs in EL images due to the electrical 
disconnection effect that occurs in EL images. Broken MFs obstruct photovoltaic effects by blocking the 
electric current, eventually influencing the PV module efficiency and decreasing the productive area. 

 
Figure 4. Defects of PV modules. (a) Inactive cracks; and (b) dark rectangular. 

The EL image changes are shown in Figure 5 and are dependent on the thermal shock test and 
temperature conditions. A stain was observed in the EL images of the SAP solder PV ribbon joints at 
−40–105°C. This stain is due to impurities on the solar cell surface, which can occur if workers touch 
the solar cell surface with their bare hands or if the surface texturing of the solar cell is destroyed. We 
ignored this stain because it has no effect on the solar cell ribbon solder joints. 

SP −40~65 °C 

  

SP −40~85 °C 

  

SP −40~105 °C 

  
 0 cycle 300 cycle 500 cycle 700 cycle 

(a) 
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SAP −40~65 °C 

  

SAP −40~85 °C 

  

SAP −40~105 °C 

  
 0 cycle 300 cycle 500 cycle 700 cycle 

(b) 

Figure 5. Changing of EL images: (a) EL images of the PV module using SP solder; and (b) EL images 
of the PV module using SAP solder. 

After the test, the tendency of the DRs was checked with ten specimens following each solder 
composition and test condition, and it was observed that the DR tendency differed greatly according 
to solder composition. On the SP solder PV ribbon joints, the DR exhibits a gradually increasing 
tendency according to the number of test cycles. However, an increase in DR was not verified at the 
lowest temperature condition of −40–65 °C. For the SAP solder PV ribbon joints, an increasing DR 
was confirmed for all thermal shock test conditions. Based on these results, we calculated the BFR 
using Equation (1) according to the test conditions and test cycle accumulation, as shown in Figure 6. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6. BFR growth in the solder: (a) BFR graph of the SP solder; and (b) BFR graph of SAP solder. 

In the SP solder ribbon joints, the BFR stabilized in the range of −40–65 °C. However, in the 
harsh temperatures between −40 °C and 105 °C, the BFR increased to 0.253. On the other hand, the 
BFR exhibited increases under all test conditions for SAP solder ribbon joints. This increase in BFR 
became constant after 200 cycles. 

These BFR values were measured from the broken MFs, and these broken MFs only appeared 
near the solar ribbon solder joints. It may be the case that degradation and metallurgical defects on 
solar ribbon solder joints influence the broken MFs. Thus, assessment of the broken MFs and BFR 
values are an appropriate foundation for the analysis of solar ribbon solder joint degradation. We 
calculated the activation energy of broken MFs on the solar cell surface using the calculated BFR, 
which increased as a function of time [18,19], as shown in Figure 6. The relationship between BFR (Y) 
and cycling-time (t) can be explained using Equation (2): √  (2) 

where Y0 is the initial BFR at t = 0 and D is the BFR diffusion coefficient. When the BFR (Y) is plotted 
against the square root of the aging time (t1/2), the slope of the graph is equal to the square root of 
the diffusion coefficient (D1/2). The diffusion coefficient is a function of the temperature, as 
expressed by the Arrhenius in Equation (3): e  (3) 

where D0 is a temperature-independent constant known as the frequency factor, Q is the activation 
energy for diffusion, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. The 
activation energy of the increased BFR can be calculated by determining the natural logarithm of 
Equation (3). The diffusion coefficient can then be expressed as Equation (4): ln ln R 1

 (4) 

The calculated activation energies (Q) are shown in Figure 7. The activation energy of the SP 
solder ribbon joint in the PV module was 113.4 KJ/mol, and that of the SAP solder joint was 39.5 KJ/mol. 
We can attribute the broken MFs activation energy to the increasing BFR activation energy, as both 
the broken MFs and BFR increase have the same defect factor from the thermal shock test. In this 
study, the BFR was deactivated in the −40–65 °C test condition, and the BFR increase was activated in 
the −40–85 °C test condition. Finally, the greatest increase in BFR was confirmed under the −40–105 °C 
test condition in the SP solder joint. The BFR increased for all test conditions in the SAP solder. In 
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conclusion, we confirmed that broken MFs were activated at the mid-temperature range of 85 °C in 
the SP solder joint, whereas the broken MFs of the SAP solder joints were activated at 
low-temperatures around 65 °C. The SAP solder joint had a lower thermal stress and temperature 
resistance than the SP solder joint, and we confirmed that the broken MFs activation energy was 
lower than that of the SP solder joints. 

 
Figure 7. Activation energies of broken MFs. 

We observed changes in the solder structure of PV ribbon solder joints via cross-sectional 
images and polishing, as shown in Figures 8 and 9, in order to analyze various broken MFs 
tendencies according to solder composition. From the cross-sectional images, the lead (Pb) structure 
in the SP solder joint was confirmed to be spherical, as shown in Figure 8. Before the thermal shock 
test, the average Pb grain diameter was confirmed as 4 μm. The average Pb grain size grew 
according to the test conditions until reaching 8 μm (−40–65 °C), 7 μm (−40–85 °C), and 16 μm (−40–
105 °C). Generally, Pb grain coarsening was observed in the solder joint, which is due to the aging 
effects at high temperatures [20,21]. This phenomenon also influences degradation characteristics in 
the solder joint. 

The Pb structure in the SAP solder joint was confirmed as a flake structure, as shown in Figure 
9. Before the test, the average Pb grain size was confirmed as 3 μm. The average Pb grain size grew 
according to test conditions until reaching 4 μm (−40–65 °C), 6 μm (−40–85 °C), and 8 μm (−40–105 
°C). The gap in grain size growth rate between the SP and SAP solders was influenced by the 
addition of Ag. When the thermal shock tests were performed on the SP and SAP solder joints, the 
added Ag and Tin (Sn) formed Ag3Sn at high-temperatures in the solder joint and mitigated the Pb 
grain coarsening and grain boundary diffusion [22]. In addition, the added Ag suppressed the Pb 
grain coarsening and improved the solder properties due to the resulting combination as a solid 
solution state in the solder [23]. Son reported on the Ag additive effect in solders, which had similar 
effects to those of our study with 1−3 Ag wt %; however, the suppression of Pb grain coarsening was 
inefficient at proportions greater than 3 Ag wt % [24]. 
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Figure 8. Pb grain size in the SP solder. (a) Before the test; (b) after 700 cycles (−40–65 °C); (c) after 700 
cycles (−40–85 °C); and (d) after 700 cycles (−40–105 °C). 

 
Figure 9. Pb grain size in the SnAgPb solder. (a) Before the test; (b) after 700 cycles (−40–65 °C); (c) 
after 700 cycles (−40–85 °C); and (d) after 700 cycles (−40–105 °C). 

In this study, the broken MFs activation energies were calculated as 39.5 KJ/mol in the SAP 
solder joint and 113.4 KJ/mol in the SP solder joint. The SAP solder joint activation energy was lower 
than that of the SP solder joint due to the activation of broken MFs for all test conditions in the SAP 
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solder joint. This indicates that the SAP solder joint initially had a low resistance to thermal stress. 
We analyzed the thermal-resistance gap according to the solder composition in relationship to 
variations in the solder structure. Before the thermal shock test, Pb grains in the SP solder joint 
exhibited a confirmed spherical structure, whereas Pb grains in the SAP solder joint exhibited flake 
structures, as shown in Figures 8a and 9a, respectively. Generally, spherical structures have superior 
properties such as ductility and toughness over flake structures. Therefore, we can conclude that the 
SP solder joint has better thermal resistance at the initial thermal shock test until the 200th cycle. 
Similarly, the activation energy gap can be explained according to the solder composition. In 
addition, we confirmed that the SAP solder joint broken MFs did not increase and actually exhibited 
saturation tendencies after 200 cycles under all conditions, whereas the SP solder joint broken MFs 
accelerated as the test progressed. This is a result of the additive effect of Ag in the solder joints. The 
added Ag blocked Pb grain coarsening in the SAP solder, whereas the Pb grain in the SP solder joint 
consistently grew during the thermal shock test. Eventually, the SP solder joint becomes brittle and 
weak under thermal stress due to the coarsened Pb grain as the test progresses. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, we performed thermal shock tests to analyze the degradation of ribbon joint 
characteristics in PV module solder joints using 60Sn40Pb (SP) and 62Sn2Ag36Pb (SAP). The thermal 
shock tests were performed under three conditions, −40–65 °C, −40–85 °C, and −40–105 °C. The results 
were analyzed via EL and cross-sectional images. Following testing, broken metal fingers (MFs) 
appeared as dark rectangular (DR) regions in the EL images near the ribbon joints. We calculated the 
broken finger ratio (BFR) from the broken MFs in order to quantify the damage, where the BFR is the 
proportion of DRs of the entire PV module in the EL images. The broken MFs were intensively 
destroyed near the ribbon solder joints. This could be because the damage of the solder joint is 
correlated with the broken MFs. Thus, the broken MFs were calculated to the activation energy in 
order to appearance quantitatively the thermal degradation of ribbon solder joints. We also 
evaluated the stability of the PV ribbon solder joint according to additive Ag in the solder using the 
thermal shock test. The main conclusions of our study can be summarized as follows. 

(1) The SP solder joint broken MFs were inactivated at the low-temperature condition, −40–65 °C, 
and were accelerated at high-temperature conditions and increasing ΔT; the broken MFs activation 
energy was 113.4 KJ/mol. The SAP solder joint broken MFs were activated under all test conditions, 
and the activation energy was 39.5 KJ/mol. 

(2) Pb grains in the SP solder joint exhibited a verified spherical structure, and Pb grain 
coarsening occurred as the thermal shock test progressed. The average initial Pb grain size was 
measured as 4 μm and grew according to the test conditions until reaching 8 μm (−40–65 °C), 7 μm 
(−40–85 °C), and 16 μm (−40–105 °C) after the 700th thermal shock cycle. The Pb grain in the SAP 
solder joint exhibited a confirmed flake structure, and the average initial Pb grain size was measured as 3 
μm, reaching 4 μm (−40–65 °C), 6 μm (−40–85 °C), and 8 μm (−40–105 °C) during the thermal shock test. 

(3) The SAP solder joint was confirmed as the weakest point for thermal-stress at initial thermal 
shock testing (until the 200th cycle); this is because the SAP solder joint has lower ductility and 
toughness than the SP solder joint according to comparison results of the grain structure. As the 
thermal shock test progressed, the Pb grain growth increased in the SP solder joint, whereas the 
added Ag suppressed Pb coarsening in the SAP solder. As a result, the SP solder joint exhibited 
decreasing ductility, and the SAP solder joint broken MFs were saturated after the 200th cycle. 

(4) In the future, when PV ribbons are tabbed on ribbon joints in PV modules, additional studies 
are needed regarding the effects of cooling temperature and cooling time at initial conditions to 
improve the thermal resistance and ductility in SAP solder ribbon joints. Further studies on 
controlling the grain structure and coarsening are also needed. 
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